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community and education organizations, to
promote education and awareness, sustainable
living, and environmental advocacy.

Their
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HAPPY TRAILS
Craig Scott
Executive Director
Ecology North would like to extend a very warm farewell to our fearless
leader of the past six years. Craig has been involved with Ecology North
since moving to Yellowknife in 2002. He was initially involved as a board
member, and eventually took on the role of Executive Director in June
2014.
Craig has been the driving force behind many projects, programs, and
events at Ecology North. The Northern Adaptation Guides, the Northern
Backyard Farming Guides, the Summer of Smoke project and movie, the
#loveNWTwater campaign and his advocacy for climate action are notable
achievements that do not even scratch the surface of what was
accomplished under Craig’s leadership.
Thank you Craig for all that you have done! Your calm and collected
leadership leave big shoes to fill. You have been the go-to person with
many answers. We miss you (and so do the plants- especially the ones in
high spots, because we can’t reach them!). Craig, enjoy the next adventure!
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Year In Review
Ecology North has had an unusual

other initiatives, with more online

year, but that is now common in 2020.

presence, thrived. For example, our

Our most significant change is the

NWT Science Focus website portal saw a

departure of Craig Scott, our fearless

spike in traffic in March 2019.

leader for the past 6 years. Craig’s
drive, humble tenacity, and

Ecology North thanks all of our

commitment to the environmental

supporters: funders, volunteers, and

cause is inspiring. Craig carried our

members. Without your contributions to

organization through ups and downs.

our organization we wouldn’t be here.

He is missed. We wish him the best of

Your energy and passion for the

luck with future adventures.

Fall 2019 was busy and business as
usual at Ecology North. Some
highlights include the Youth Speaker
Series on Climate Change, a new
addition to the Northern Backyard
Farming series, and exciting
developments to our Northern
Adaptation Guides. Similar to most
organizations (and people) we were
sidelined by the COVID-19 shutdown
and had to adapt quickly. Some of our
programming was put on hold. While

environment motivates us.

Although it has been a challenging year,
we, as a team, are looking to the future
with enthusiasm. Our new strategic plan
will help guide us for the next three
years, and we are excited to put it into
action. New strategic plan, but same old
Ecology North. Slightly distant, as per
the COVID-19 times, but still here ready
to hear your stories, advocate for the
environment, and bring people and
knowledge together for a healthy
northern environment.

OUR FUNDERS/ SUPPORTERS

Numerous individual donations from people like you!

Thank You!

CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
Northern Adaptation
Guides
Our Northern Adaptation Guides were
developed to help communities across the north
adapt essential infrastructure to the changing
climate, and are now translated into four

Preventing Permafrost
Degradation

languages.

Managing Changing
Snow Loads

We are excited to have 3 new guides in the
works: Operating Northern Landfills,
Making Communities Fire Resilient, and
Using Lagoons and Wetlands for Wastewater
Treatment.

:

Improving Community
Drainage

Understanding Thermosyphon
Foundation Systems

Climate Change
Poster
This poster and guide,fully
illustrated by Alison McCreesh,
introduces the concept of climate
change, covers global and
northern-specific impacts, and
identifies ways that individuals and
communities can take action.
Pick up a poster at the Ecology
North office!

Climate Action Training
Session 1 - Climate Change Science
Session 2 - Northern Impacts
Session 3 - Community Action
Session 4 - Climate Activism
Session 5 - Effective Communication
Session 6 - Northern Leadership

6 climate action sessions were live-streamed
throughout January and February and included
presentations from some of the North’s best
climate leaders. This web-based training was
an opportunity for northern youth to gain
knowledge, skills, and resources to help face the
climate crisis. The sessions can viewed online
on our website.
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Summer of Smoke
Toolkit
The SOS movie toolkit was sent to 127 communities
identified as at risk of forest fires and forest fire smoke
due to their proximity to the Boreal Forest. Targeting
these communities enabled us to share the challenge the
NWT faced during the 2014 wildfire season and share the
stories and lessons learned.
Toolkits included resources on health risks from
exposure to forest fire smoke, movie posters to help
advertise a movie showing event in their community, the
extended cut of the SOS movie, and bonus footage.

NWTRPA Climate Change Action Plan
Ecology North provided a high level

environment (mitigation).

look at the organization and some of

This report was broken down into those

the potential actions that the NWTRPA

two themes, and further into climate

could take to both adapt to the changing

change implications internal to NWT

conditions (adaptation) in the north and

and externally, with some cross-cutting

reduce the organizations impact on the

activities and suggestions.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
NWTScienceFocus.ca

Education Sessions

We continue to update our resource portal for northern
teachers and educators. This past year, we added our
Schools for a Living Planet resources, originally
created in 2014 for WWF, they are now hosted on our
NWT Science Focus website.

Common education themes include
watersheds, pollution, gardening,
composting worms, beavers, and
bats.
18 sessions
324 youth reached
55 teachers and educators engaged
27 public events hosted including
events in Hay River, Fort Smith,
Lutselk'e, and Inuvik.

Species at Risk
We created another Species at Risk educator resource!
This year's resource highlights the at-risk status of
Wood Bison. Printed resources and stickers will be
available soon.

LOCAL FOOD PRODUCTION
Northern BackyardFarming Beekeeping
Interested in Beekeeping? Sorting through documents
and research on beekeeping is often overwhelming,
confusing, and not adapted to northern climates. This
guide illustrates the basics of backyard beekeeping in
the Northwest Territories. This guide also emphasizes
our responsibility to nurture our native bee species
and the steps we can all take to reduce threats to their
health. Read the guide now by clicking here.

Beekeeping Best Management Practices
This best management practices document for beekeeping in the NWT was developed
by Ecology North, with support from the Departments of Environment and Natural
Resources, and the Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment. This document
is designed to act as a guide to bee husbandry for northern beekeepers.

Local Food Mapping Database
As a regional partner, Ecology North assisted in Phase 3 of the Northern Canada
Food Security Mapping and Networking Analysis Project funded by the Social
Planning Council of Sudbury and the Maple Leaf Centre for Action on Food Security.
The purpose of this work was to help assess an NWT Food System Inventory, verify
and improve the content of the database to make it more useful for food growers,
practitioners, and policy makers.

School Garden Program
Due to school closures, and with social distancing protocols in place, Ecology
North had to find creative ways to continue our School Garden Program
remotely.
Gardening kits were distributed to 77 students from 4 different schools in
Yellowknife.

Youth Education Sessions
Ecology North held local food sessions during City of Yellowknife Day Camps and
for the Foster Family Coalition this summer. Activities included fruit and veggie
bingo, drawing of worm anatomy and understanding the importance of earthworms
for soil health and nutrition, and a seed matching game. The City Day Camps were
5 sessions in total with 15-20 kids, lasting 30 minutes each. The Foster Family
coalition was a 1 hour event with 12 participants.

WASTE REDUCTION
Waste Reduction Week 2019
This year, we continued our efforts to encourage
residents, schools and organizations to reduce

the

amount of waste they produce, and increase their
awareness

of

waste

reduction

initiatives

and

activities.

Elye Clarkson from Arctic Energy Alliance planned a
waste reduction themed pizza and movie night for
youth, in collaboration with staff at the Inuvik Youth
Centre.

We were able to achieve our goal of running the reusable container challenge again in
Yellowknife, as well as distribute resources for NWT educators to take on a Zero Waste
Challenge in schools. For the NWT as a whole, an email with Waste Reduction Week
resources were sent to 49 educators representing all NWT schools. There were 31 people
who completed the challenge, and we received 47 completed stamp cards in total.

To support our goal of bringing together different
waste

management

stakeholders

to

discuss

challenges and solutions around waste in the
NWT, Ecology North hosted a 'Compost Mixer"
Wine and Cheese on November 14th. There were 18
participants in total and approximately 85 guests
that recieved email invitations. It was specifically
geared towards exploring challenges and solutions
around composting in Yellwoknife, and was open
to property managers, condo board members, and
managers
hotels.

of

restaurants,

grocery

stores,

and

Yellowknife Centralized Compost Program
The Centralized Compost Program continued as usual
throughout fall 2019.
Throughout most of the fall, the composting process is
quite active at the Compost Facility. In January, and
especially February, things start to slow down
substantially.

The biggest change at the Compost Facility this year was
the transition of operation and maintenance by Ecology
North to the City of Yellowknife in the Spring.

Later in the summer, Ecology North got a tour of the Solid Waste Facility and
Compost Facility after some changes were implemented during the COVID-19
shutdown. The facility looks great! Ecology North continues to support the City with
education and communication for the Centralized Compost Program, however we no
longer coordinate the actual production of compost.

Sustainable Event Guide
We are currently in the review stage of a Sustainable
Events Guide for NWT Communities. The Sustainable
Event Guide will help communities host typical events in
small communities.
This guide will meet the Waste Reduction and Recycling
Initiatives objectives by:
1) Reducing the amount of waste generated in
communities in the NWT;
2) Reusing materials not already collected through an
NWT recycling program;

Stay tuned for the release
of the guide this fall!

3) Increasing awareness about the importance of reducing
waste and encouraging environmental stewardship.

WATER STEWARDSHIP
#loveNWTwater
The

#loveNWTwater

campaign

has

been

having a successful year with many new
pledge signers, a new hotel campaign for
tourists, successful school sessions for youth,
and beautiful newly designed promotional
material.

8 businesses/ organizations/ institutions took
the plunge and signed the water pledge,
promising to ban all single use plastics from
their

respective

sites

and

offices.

Pledge

signers were given 'swag bags' that included
stainless steel water bottles, water pitchers,
#loveNWTwater stickers and a certificate
congratulating them. You can join them and
sign the pledge by clicking here.

The hotel water campaign poster was created
as a response to tourists buying bottled water
upon

their

arrival

and

to

help

tourists

understand that NWT water is some of the
most pristine on Earth. The poster features
the Mayor of Yellowknife and is translated
into

four

languages

-

Mandarin,

and

Korean.

throughout

Yellowknife,

English,
It
in

is

Japanese,
displayed

stores,

hotels

B&B's, some tour operators, any public place
where we were given permission to display it.

Water Stewardship Gathering
The 2020 Water Stewardship
Gathering brought youth, aged 18-30,
from every region of the NWT to
attend a 3 day gathering to learn about
all aspects of NWT water stewardship.
Highlights of the gathering included a
tour of Yellowknife's Water Treatment
Plant, stories from Lawrence Nayally
about the cultural importance of water,
and the opportunity to become certified
in Project Wet.

Water Education
Our staff also coordinated Youth Ecology sessions at
Weledeh, Sissons, St. Joseph School, and NJ McPherson.
We were also scheduled to run these sessions during
March break day camps but were unfortunately
cancelled.

Rivers 2 Oceans
No event this year, but check out the
Article that Kat and Dawn wrote by
clicking here!

OTHER EVENTS AND ADVOCACY
Earth Week 2020
In Yellowknife, Earth Week 2020 required us to adapt and accommodate social distancing
regulations recommended by Public Health. We had returning events such as an online
bike tune up workshop, AEA’s renewable energy scavenger hunt, and a community litter
pickup. Other virtual events included a composting webinar and a number of green energy
webinars held in lieu of in person info sessions. We held a number of family-friendly
activities such as DIY projects like beeswax food wraps and soaps, as well as a colouring
challenge, asking participants to draw a picture of planet Earth and to post them in their
home windows. They later became a part of our scavenger hunt and people were tasked to
find as many “Windows of the Earth” as possible. With AEA’s help we also shared material
on improving home energy efficiency to help make homes more environmentally friendly.

The Gue family participating in the socially distant
litter pickup

The Yurris Family visiting their favourite tree,
affectionately known as “sasquatch” as part of the
Family Nature Walk event.

The adaptation of Yellowknife's Earth Week celebration to an online format this year enabled it to be more
accessible to communities across the NWT. This year Earth Week events were also held in Hay River, Fort
Simpson, and Lutselk'e. Each of these communities organized a DIY seed planting workshop and
community gardening event. Participants were given seed kits and material for planting them at home.

